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One of the reasons I love the task of 
being Registrar for the Hairdressing 
Council is you – State Registered Hairdressers. This week I received 
a letter from a 91 years old hairdresser who has been in the 
industry for 77 years. His last member of staff recently retired after 
working with him for over 40 years. He has remained loyal to the 
campaign for registration since January 1965 and has just become 
a Master Craftsman: He was writing to me to let me know he 
hasn’t got an e-mail address!  

You will probably have heard by now that Andrew Barton is 
the new Council Ambassador. Andrew is wholeheartedly behind 
the campaign for registration and is already ‘spreading the 
word’ within our industry. When Andrew says, in front of a large 
audience, “Being recognised as a State Registered Hairdresser 
(SRH), and using these initials after your name, is something we 
should all be proud of”, then people sit up and listen. I believe we 
can all be proud of the headway we are making with the campaign 
for registration.  

Finally, as a member of the Hairdressing and Beauty 
Benevolent Fundraising Committee, I have agreed to cycle nearly 
400 kilometres (250 miles) through Vietnam and Cambodia to 
raise money for this incredibly worthwhile charity. If you would like 
to help me by donating please visit http://www.justgiving.com/
sally-styles. Any small amount would make all the difference. 
Thank you.  
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Hairdresser Photographic Competition
Thank you for all those who entered the 2009 Hairdresser Photographic Competition.  

It was great to receive the entries and some were so good that the judges felt there should be a page  

showing those shortlisted as well as the winner’s photo taking the front page.

Congratulations to Jackie Coles whose photo you can see makes a beautiful front cover.  

Hair by Jackie Coles and the photographer was Gordon’s Photographic in Bourne, Lincolnshire.

Our congratulations also to the shortlisted entries whose photos you can see here.

The Hairdresser magazine will be running the competition again next summer.   

So, for your chance to have your work on the front cover, watch out for information and get your entries in.

Hair by  
Anne Veck

Styling by 
Polly Errington

Photography 
by Charlotte 

Kibbles

Make-up by 
Cheryl Corea

Hair and 
Photography 

by Stacey 
Galbraith 

Model and 
Make-up by 

Amy Maxwell

Hair by 
Roseanne 
Murphy 

Photography 
by Andrew 
Buckle

Hair by  
Kim Roy

Photography 
by Rebecca 
Litchfield

Make-up by  
Jo Saville
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Marigold launches new disposable gloves 
Hand protection expert Marigold Industrial® has created what is believed to be the first 
ever Chemical Permeation Chart for disposable gloves. 

Ideally suited for those working in sectors such as the hairdressing industry the new 
guide provides essential information on what levels of contact time protection the range of 
Marigold Industrial disposable gloves provide against 96 common workplace chemicals.
For a copy of the new ‘Disposable Glove - Chemical Permeation Chart’ contact Marigold 
Industrial® on 0845 075 3355 (LoCall), e-mail - ukenquiries@marigold-industrial.com

Nails on the go 
Manicurist to the stars, Marian Newman, has devised an innovation in 
application. Inkredible Trio Pen Kits, a revolutionary semi-opaque water based 
colour system for nails. The colour, in a brush tip pen, dries in less than 20 
seconds, then simply seal and gloss with the ‘wrapture’ pen for long lasting, 
chip-free nails. Mistakes can even be washed off the skin with soap and water!

With more than 20 different shades available at ASOS.com there’s a 
colour perfect for every occasion. Colours predicted for Autumn-Winter 
2009 are shimmering metallics. Get ‘Gold Leaf’ for an evening on-trend 
look or ‘Burnt Orange’ for a stylish daytime alternative.

Catwalk glamour really is achievable in one minute, we know, we’ve 
tried them and they’re really couldn’t be easier!
Further information from Jordan Webb 0207 756 1030, 
jordanw@asos.com

Andrew Barton SRh,  
tV’s Favourite 
hairdresser, launches 
his own exclusive 
range of clip in hair 
extensions 
“From TV makeovers to celebrity hair, fashion 
catwalks to glitzy photo shoots, I love using 
clip in hair extensions to get the Barton Look!” 
Andrew Barton says.

Go gorgeous without busting your budget 
with these fast and fabulous new Instant 
Glamour clip in Hair Extensions.

Whether you’re off to a party, want to 
change your look or simply need a bit more 
volume, the Andrew Barton range of Clip in 
Hair extensions make it so quick and easy for 
you to achieve at home.

Shiny Happy Hair just got so much easier.
– Add volume, colour or length instantly, 

you choose!
– Easy to use micro ultra secure clip – 

comfortable and kind to hair
– Available in Next to Natural or 100% 

human hair - both gorgeous, glossy and 
re-useable

– Easy step by step guide with each pack
– Hair is 16 inches in length with 12 

beautiful shades to choose from
– 100% human hair is £9.99 per pack of 2 

clips ins - ethical sourcing guaranteed.
Available at your local Sally Salon Services: 

To find your nearest local store please call 
08700 500 868. 
To get your special offer on your next 
order, quote The Hairdressing Council’s 
offer with Andrew Barton in the current 
issue of The Hairdresser.

market 
nEWS

It’s party time…
Now lift up to eight levels and leave 
hair in optimum condition with the new 
Vero K-PAK Crème Lightener, the first to 
reconstruct as it lightens. 

And that means tired, unruly, untameable, 
thick coarse hair getting the better of you! 
Take control as the latest offering from the 
USA’s sexiest export, Silky Sexy Hair, hits 
British shores to have you turning heads and 
breaking hearts.

Say hello to your new best friend... 
Control Crème is on hand ready to banish 
bad hair days and spin coarse, dry locks into 
silk in a matter of seconds. Infused with the 
softening properties of silk and the nourishing 
abilities of soy and pro vitamin B-5, Control 
Crème tames tresses and promises soft, silky, 
gorgeous locks. Simply apply to damp hair and 
style as desired... it’s that easy!
Want to know more? 
Log onto www.sdlhair.co.uk/sexyhair  
or call 0845 230 9660.

eva herzigova has 
colour and blow dry 
at errol Douglas
Supermodel Eva Herzigova has been into 
the Errol Douglas salon in Motcomb Street, 
Knightsbridge, for colour work and a 
blow dry.  Colourist Tracy Paterson, who’s 
previously worked with the likes of Sienna 
Miller among others, applied two shades of 
natural blonde highlights to blend in a full 
colour that was growing out.

If your clients’ Afro, Mixed-Race or excessively curly hair 
is in need of some serious tress therapy, look no further 
than the NEW MIZANI Styling Leave Ins, to achieve 
luscious looking styles with great condition.

NEW Butter Rich Deep Conditioning Hairdress  
is formulated to nourish and intensely moisturise 
severely dry, damaged and brittle hair with a weightless 
whipped texture that is mineral oil and petrolatum-free.  
Coconut Soufflé Light Moisturizing Hairdress combes 
MIZANI’s newest whipped-texture technology with a 
concentrated blend of natural coconut and camellina 
oils, to quickly envelop each coil with strength, softness 
and manageability. Finally, the Gloss Veil Shine Spray 
creates high fashion finishes that steal the spotlight 
with this shine enhancing styling spray.
For further details on the products or to enquire about 
becoming a stockist, please call 0800 121 4676.

Curly tress therapy 

After over a decade of providing inspired products, Bumble and Bumble has 
turned its attention to redefining a medium viewed as outdated: hair gel. Tired 
of stuff that sticks to the hands and flakes in the hair Bb has brought a fine 
sculpting gel and an extreme helmet-like hold lacquer onto the market – just 
in time for those fab festive styles.
For Bb products in the UK contact Nicola Drake-Brockman at Chalk PR on 
020 7622 5560 or Nicola@chalkpr.co.uk

BUY 5 
GET 1 
Free 

(which would give you 
a full head of hair)

SPeCIAL 
OFFeR FOR 

SRhs

When Philip Hitchen, a local handyman in 
Lytham St Annes, was asked to create a pink 
desk for local hairdressing salon, Simply 
Gorgeous, he knew just what was needed 
– Conti! He painted the bespoke unit in a 
glamorous pink which fitted in perfectly 
with the salon’s theme.

Shauni Houghton, Owner of Simply 
Gorgeous, said; ‘The salon is predominately 
pink; very girly!  I wanted a table that fitted 
in with my theme, but I couldn’t find pink 
ones anywhere. Being able to have it custom 
made was brilliant.’
For more information please contact Conti 
on 01769 572 991 or visit the website  
www.conti.co.uk 

Any shape, any colour 

Lights up, 
costs down

A modern take on a styling classic

Because electric light is something we take for granted, 
we rarely count the cost. If you have a whole ceiling full of 
halogen spotlights I suggest you calculate the Wattage they 
consume and you’ll be in for quite a shock. 

The good news is that there are now many ways of 
achieving the same - or better - light levels at lower cost 
than by using technology that has been around since Thomas 
Edison first turned the light on in 1879.

Today’s low energy compact fluorescent lamps – CFLs 
- will last around seven times more and light-emitting 
diodes – LEDs – will provide up to 20,000 hours of light. In 
fact Homewatt has estimated that if the average household 
replaces all its tungsten filament and halogen bulbs with LEDs, 
the saving will be 17% of their total household electricity bill. 
Now imagine how much you could save in the salon!
For further information contact Sue Malleson,  
Taurus Public Relations on 01908 265774 or 
e-mail homewatt@tauruspr.co.uk
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Andrew 
Barton SRH 
the new 
Ambassador 
of the 
Hairdressing 
Council
Crowds gathered at the Fellowship 
Stage at Salon Internat ional , 
to watch the ever famous 
Andrew Barton take over from 
Steven Goldsworthy as the new 
Hairdressing Counci l  Ambassador.
Andrew, who is best known for the ‘Ten Year’s Younger’ 
programme on television, was recently voted the, ‘Ultimate 
Hairdresser’ by Hair Magazine as well as, ‘Celebrity Hairdresser’ by 
Reveal Magazine; he is also in the finals of the British Hairdresser 
of the Year 2009. Additionally, he is opening a fabulous new 
flagship salon in Covent Garden in November with 12 more 
salons in major UK cities to follow.

Andrew is determined to use his personal experience and 
his influence to help promote the Hairdressing Council and its 
campaign for registration. “Less than 10% of all hairdressers 
in the UK are registered and I find this shocking”, said Andrew, 
continuing, “this is partially due to the fact that registration in the 
UK is not mandatory. 

“All hairdressers should be registered, it denotes that you are 
qualified, experienced and professional. Being recognised as a 
State Registered Hairdresser (SRH), and using these initials after 
your name is something we should all be proud of”.

Accepting the Ambassadorship in front of an audience of 
thousands, Andrew said, “Please join me and become a State 
Registered Hairdresser as I know how much you care about our 
great craft and its reputation”.

The Hairdressing Council has listened to what you 
have been telling us and to promote yourselves in 
a way complementing your certificate, we have 
come up with these delightfully gorgeous little 

plaques that will sit beautifully on any workstation.   
Each plaque is individually made with your name 

carefully engraved. Clients will not be able to help but 
admire this little plaque that both promotes your State 
Registration status and increases client confidence. 
Ideally, we would love every SRH to have one and so we 
are passing them onto you at cost price – just £10.00 
plus postage and packing.

At only 125mm high and 100mm wide, these sweet 
little plaques will look delightful anywhere. They are 
made from crystal clear 5mm cast acrylic and the image 
is permanently laser engraved to the rear face. They will 
arrive flat packed but are the easiest thing to assemble 
(simply push the plaque into its stand).  
If you would like to have a plaque especially engraved  
for you please call the office on 020 8760 7011 with  
your CC details.  Alternatively, send a cheque made out 
to the Hairdressing Council for £12.46 (£10 plus p&p)  
and include your registration number on the back to  
30 Sydenham Road, Croydon, CRO 2EF and we’ll do the rest.  

Beautiful engraved plaques 
to promote client confidence

NEW

Once your friends and 
colleagues see your plaque 
they will want one too!

“All hairdressers 
should be registered, 
it denotes that you are 
qualified, experienced 
and professional. Being 
recognised as a State 
Registered Hairdresser 
(SRH), and using these 
initials after your name is 
something we should all 
be proud of ”.
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Seasons
Changelings

With summer behind us and autumn leading  
rapidly into winter, nature’s all about change and 
to follow here’s the latest autumn-winter styles  
from two of the UK’s top stylists.

BoTToM LEFT:

Red Innocence Collection

Photographer - Richard Miles

Styling and Make up – Justine Collins

Hair – Andrea Beers for Schwarzkopf Professional
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ALL oTHER PHoToGRAPHy:

Victoria Flowerdew (www.invoguephotography.com) 
and Aaron Blondell

Art Direction – Aaron Blondell

Hair – The John Carne Creative Team

Make-up – Laura Hulbert

Clothes Styling – Amie Ford

Product used – Schwarzkopf Professional

Registration 
support keeps  
on growing
Top international hairdresser and 
stylist to the stars, Anthony Mascolo, 
SRH has recently pledged his support 
to the renewed pressure to ensure all 
hairdressers in the uK are registered.
“At TIGI we are 100% committed to supporting the professional 
hairdresser. I believe that if all hairdressers are state registered, 
British hairdressers will most certainly be the very best in the world 
in every sense. The Hairdressing Council are doing a fantastic job 
working towards the goal of state registration for all hairdressers 
and at TIGI we fully support their aims.

“Our own philosophy is very much based on the importance of on-
going education and we support our hairdressing courses with business 
training and advice from our expert team. We believe in sharing our 
ideas, supporting tomorrow’s hairdressers and giving back to the 
profession. This we do by 
such projects as Inspirational 
Youth and business seminars. 
Hairdressing is a great 
profession, let’s all support its 
future.” Anthony Mascolo.
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The 
Errol Douglas SRH 
Afro Collection 

By Eve Owusu and 
Gemma Hummes

Inspiration for Eve and Gemma’s collection:

Half of the collection is influenced by lots of strong 

unusual shapes; the Taj Mahal was one particular 

influence and we looked around to our surroundings to 

help us create these individual shapes. The other half of 

the collection focuses on sharp, edgy cuts for 2010.

CREDITS

Hair: Eve Owusu and Gemma Hummes @ Errol Douglas

Photography: Helen McArdle

Make-up: Aly Hazlewood

Styling: Thea Lewis

The next 
Generation of 
hair salons
John Ol ivers Hairdressing Group has 
long supported the Hairdressing 
Counci l ’s campaign for State 
Registrat ion and insists al l  el ig ible 
members of their staff become 
SRHs. They have just launched a 
new concept of hair salons named, 
‘The next Generat ion’ .

T
he idea of this new venture is dedicated to their new 
generation of graduate stylists who have been highly 
trained at it’s own prestigious school, JO Academy of 
Hairdressers.

Managing director Jason Ball, says, “John Olivers has always 
been totally committed to quality staff training and development 
and after listening to feedback from a selection of our clients, we 
noticed a unique selling point in the market in the challenging 
trading climate. Not only are we able to continue to employ all our 
young talented hairdressers at a time when jobs are hard to find but 
we can offer great quality hair services at budget prices too!”
To find out more about, The Next Generation, contact them on 
(Ipswich) 01473 287402.
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Eva Proudman, Managing Director of Racoon, has announced this month that her company will be supporting the campaign for State 
Registration of hairdressers. Eva said:

RACOOn get behind the 
campaign for State Registration

“We are total ly passionate about our commitment to the best 
educat ion and professional standards within the hairdressing industry. 
We are del ighted to lend our support to the Hairdressing Counci l  in 
their dr ive to encourage hairdressers to become State Registered.”

“This is a major step forward for the campaign” said Sally Styles, Registrar. “It’s so important for manufacturers to get behind the 
campaign for registration and, putting this into practise, Racoon have agreed to promote the Hairdressing Council’s campaign for State 
Registration to all the 5000 plus salons linked with the company.”
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Hairdressing Council’s 2009  
UK Student of the Year Awards

The final of the prestigious Hairdressing 
Council’s UK Student of the Year Awards took 
place on Sunday 18th October, supported by 
L’Oréal Professionel and City & Guilds.

Sixteen finalists met early at the L’Oréal Academy in 
London, ready for the day ahead. To reach the final, each 
learner had to complete a portfolio about themselves and 
their goals within the hairdressing industry. The finalists 
were then chosen from the hundreds of entries received so 
congratulations to them all.

The competition started, NVQ level 2 had half an hour 
to put up long hair and NVQ Level 3 had an hour to cut 
and blow-dry a commercial style. After the judging of the 
practical stage, every finalist was interviewed and the marks 
for all three categories were put together to find the two 
overall winners.

Back at Salon International, Steven Goldsworthy gave each 
finalist a chance to show their models on the fantastic 
Fellowship Stage, in front of hundreds of people. Steven 
then opened the envelopes containing the winner’s names.  
There was a long, tense silence whilst the contestants stood 
and waited with baited breath.

Congratulations to Kate 
MacLellan, who won the NVQ 
Level 2 Award. Kate trained at 
Bristol College with Gill Smith 
and now works for Jan Bragg 
at Heywood Salon in Bristol. 
“When Steven Goldsworthy 
called my name out, my heart 
stopped and I had to double 
check with my model it was 
really me. I’m thrilled to be 
named the UK Student of the 
Year and I’d like to thank the 
City of Bristol College for all 
their support. I’m really excited 
about the future now”.

Also congratulation to Donna 
Brennan who won the NVQ 
Level 3 Award. Donna is from 
County Monaghan, Northern 
Ireland and trained at the 
Southern Regional College in 
Northern Ireland. She now owns 
her own salon called Studio 1 
Hair and Beauty. Donna said  
“It was absolutely amazing 
and I felt totally overwhelmed 
when my name was read out. 
Thank you so much to Una 
and Claire, my tutors, without 
them I wouldn’t be here today”.

Both these worthy winners 
have a fantastic year ahead 
including, a day shadowing 
Andrew Barton, a photoshoot 
with L’Oréal and City & Guilds 
as well as afternoon tea at the 
House of Commons.

Winner NVQ Level3
Donna Brennan with model  
Amy Louise Kelly

Winner NVQ Level 2
Kate MacLellan with model 
Natalie Mockett

Photography by Michael Osbaldeston
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Oxfordshire salon owner and avant garde specialist, Anne Veck, 

joined some of the greatest creative talents in world hairdressing 

to present her hairdressing fantasies to an audience of more than 

5,000 at the Alternative Hair Show at the Royal Albert Hall on 

Sunday 18th October. 

Billed as the ‘Global Hairdressing Event of the Year’, the show 

delivered a kaleidoscope of fantasy and colour in support of 

Leukaemia Research. No less than £175,000 was raised on the 

night, whilst to date the show has raised over £7 million for the 

cancer charity. This year's show featured stars of avant garde 

hairdressing from Japan, USA, Germany, Austria, Poland and 

the Czech Republic along side some of the biggest names in 

UK hairdressing - Tigi, Burlingtons, Saco, Sanrizz, Tim Hartley, 

Mahogany and of course Oxford's Anne Veck.

For more details on how to support Leukaemia Research contact  
Keith Mellen on 01865 744612 or e-mail keith@anneveckhair.com.

SRH Stars   in the news
It’s Official 
Angela and Andrew  
are friends…
New live daytime chat show hosted by Angela Griffin will 

include TV’s favourite hairdresser Andrew Barton

Put the kettle on, sit back and relax with ‘Angela and 

Friends’ this November – a brand new live daytime chat 

show hosted by Angela Griffin on Sky1, launching Monday 

9th November 2009. Opinionated, aspirational and bold, 

each day Angela and Friends will get to grips with the latest 

showbiz stories, lifestyle trends and viewer comments, as 

well as welcoming celebrity guests to the studio in a live 90 

minute show.

Joining Angela each day will be her three co-presenting 

friends, on a rotating cycle and Andrew Barton is absolutely 

thrilled to be one of Angela’s friends. “I am just so excited 

to be part of this programme, to be able to talk about 

everything from the latest news headline to red carpet 

trends is going to be fantastic. Reviewing what’s hot and 

not, what’s going up and coming down in hair trends and 

with his ear to the ground on all things hair it’s a brilliant 

opportunity for Andrew to showcase the hairdressing 

industry to a whole new audience.

And there’s more recognition 
for Andrew
It has been a season of non-stop accolades for Andrew,  

who adds another title to his already impressive list of wins, 

with the honour of Reveal magazine’s celebrity hairdresser 

of the year 2009.

Decided by the readers of Reveal, this award firmly 

establishes Andrew as the public’s favourite stylist to the 

stars, and the title follows hot on the heels of his Hair 

Magazine Ultimate Hairdresser of the Year 2009 crown, 

which in turn comes after Most Wanted Hair Icon 2008 and 

British Hairdresser of the Year 2007.

SRH zooms to success
The 2009 Goldwell Trendzoom competition involved a record 

entry this year, which was whittled down to just five finalists 

across three categories. The competition entries were judged 

by top industry experts, including Beverly C (BME), Michael 

Barnes and members of the industry’s media.

And the winner is, our very own, Kim Roy, SRH: Many 

congratulations to you from The Hairdresser (look out for a 

feature piece in the next issue).

Errol short listed for 
stylist of the year
No stranger to awards – SRH Errol’s recent accolades 

include Cosmopolitan Ultimate Man of the Year, an MBE and 

Most Wanted Hair Trend 2009. Winner of Afro Hairdresser 

of the Year three times, Errol has now been shortlisted 

for the prestigious Stylist of the Year award at the Black 

Beauty/Wahl Hair Awards 2009. 

Says Errol, “It’s a great honour to be nominated for this top 

award again – I was thrilled to win it in 2007.”

Clients of Errol and the salon include the likes of Thandie 

Newton, Jamelia, Jourdan Dunn, Naomi Campbell, Iman and 

Kelly Rowland. 

Anita Cox McMillan SRH, 
is the new “Schwarzkopf 
Colour Ambassador”
Anita Cox McMillan’s colour expertise led her to claim the 

very first British Colourist of the Year title, a feat that she has 

repeated and added to a haul of prestigious industry wins. 

Anita is at the very top of her game and one of a handful of 

female super-stylists in British Hairdressing, making her the 

perfect ambassador for Schwarzkopf’s colour platform.

Commenting on the appointment and the new partnership, 

managing director of Schwarzkopf Professional UK, Colin 

Sillery said: “Cox McMillan is everything that is exciting 

about hairdressing right now, they’re innovative and a great 

team, it’s fantastic to have them on board.   

Anita’s colour pedigree speaks for itself, she is already a 

great ambassador for hairdressing and we’re proud that she 

will be instrumental in helping us offer our customers the 

finest colour product and business support in her new role.”

Anne Veck at the 
Alternative Hair Show  
(with a little help from her 
family and their friends!)



“I was inspired by a girl’s favourite jewel, diamonds.

I love the magical sparkle and the dreamy and romantic way a diamond can have so 
many beautiful colour prism dimensions to it, as well as all the different fascinating 
shapes. With the collection comes diamond, bow, crowning and jewel colouring 
techniques to create iridescent colour results. Colour prism shades were created and 
applied like make-up for the hair, a blush of pretty pinks, shadings of blues, lavenders 
with lashings of honey and primrose yellow.”

says sRH Rae PalmeR

“Sparkle like
diamonds this season”

Hair Rae Palmer for Schwarzkopf

Photography andrew O’Toole

Make up Denise Rabor

styling Rachael Bakewell
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CReATe A FuNKy 
FeSTIVe STyLe

1 Hair was sectioned in a horseshoe 
shape from temple to temple to 
below the crown. 

2 3Following the natural curve of the 
head, the first section was taken 
from below the crown. It was 
pulled at a 90° angle to the head 
and point cut.

using this as a guideline, each 
section was followed parallel to the 
shape of the head, working from 
crown to nape.

4 5This was continued from the back 
through to the sides, using the 
previous section as a guide.

Following the guideline the 
technique was repeated on the 
opposite side.

6 7The outline was cut freehand 
around the ear to create a softer 
perimeter. 

The nape was gone over with 
scissors over combed.

8 9A small section was taken on the 
crown. This was used as a guide 
through the top area and worked 
across the head by point cutting.

Hair was layered through to the 
fringe and elevated to maintain 
length at the front.

10 11 A diagonal section was taken at 
the front from the left temple 
to the opposite corner of the 
eyebrow. A short section at the 
front was point cut to serve as a 
support for the longer pieces.

Sections were twisted at 
random to texturise where 
necessary.

Multi-award winning SRH,  
Anne Veck shows you how to 
transform a cropped cut into  
an attention grabbing funky look 
for the coming festivities.



LegaL Update...LegaL Update...
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936617 Andrea Darrah Carrickfergus
934499 Lindsey Gill Fangfross
939681 Maria Di Martino Horsham
937008 Miss Rebecca Rainbow Henlow
939731 Mr Anthony Linder Stockport
26535 Mr J L Siviter Warley

939764 Mr Pietro Monreale Addlestone
940962 Sharon Y Turner Southport
934950 Sian  Arnold Brentwood
934996 Tony Palermo Keighley
939880 Virginia Luckhurst Maidstone

Recent awards of the Master Craftsman Diploma
Congratulations to the following State Registered Hairdressers who have been awarded the Master Craftsman Diploma

new masters OF THEIR CRAFT
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This book is designed to help everyone 
who has a ‘teaching mode’ – and that 
includes passing on your skills in the 
salon to trainees. Divided into four 
logical sections that can be read in any 
order you wish, so start with the one 
that appeals to you most and go from 
there. A great little book for everyone 
who trains.
Softback, 193 pages;   
ISBN 978-184590041-0

For everyone, both learners and teachers alike, this book helps you to record 
and clarify your thoughts and ideas, to communicate, plan and present using 
the easy to learn skill of ‘Mind Mapping’. Beware, once you understand it 
you’ll become addicted to drawing mind maps!

We are all naturally creative, sadly some can’t get those ideas out but 
with this book you’ll learn how to create images to help the flow. Once the 
words and shapes are out on the pager us to remember. A great visual book.

Don’t be put off by the title into 
thinking it’s not down to earth. Through 
these pages you will discover how to 
move past the traditional ‘memorize 
and regurgitate’ method of learning. 
This method uses the eight natural 
body intelligencies to move learning 
from from the level of acquiring basic 
facts and figures to the higher level of 
understanding and application.

This easy to read book leads you 
through using shapes and images, 
patterns and designs to using 
movement and body language, then 
on to words and problem solving. 
And, that’s just three of the eight 
intelligencies!

How good are your communication 
skills? Do you always convey the 
correct message or do you sometimes 
feel that you are not fully understood? 
This ten-lesson programme will help 
to transform you into a consistently 
excellent communicator. Starting with 
understanding yourself and moving 
through sections such as, ‘hearing 
their words’, ‘patterns of behaviour’ 
and, ‘directing behaviour’, you will be 
able to discover how you can become 
an effective communicator and 
understand others better.

Making Your Words Work 
improving communication,  
learning and behaviour
Terry Mahony

Mapping inner space 
Learning Visual Mapping
Nancy Marguiles and Nusa Maal   

HigHer-order THinking 
The Multiple intelligences Way
David Lazear   

coMMunicaTion 
exceLLence 
supercharge your business skills
Ian R. McLaren   

Toolkit
in this issue we look at tools to 
help you train others with four 
book reviews.
Need to pass on knowledge and skills or simply 
communicate better? If  so, these books from Crown 
House Publishing are just what you need. Order 
direct or from your local bookstore by quoting the 
details (don’t forget the ISBN number).

Softback large format, 
109 pages;    
ISBN 978-190442483-X Softback, 218 pages;   

ISBN 978-189983639-0

Softback 157 pages;   
ISBN 978-190442447-3
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Most workers in the UK over compulsory school leaving age are 
legally entitled to be paid at least the NMW and all employers have 
to pay it if the individual is entitled to it. 

It makes no difference:
H if they are paid weekly or monthly, by cheque, in cash or in 

another way;
H if they work full time, part time or any other working pattern;
H if they work at the employer’s own premises or elsewhere;
H what size the employer is;
H where they work in the UK.
Employees are entitled to the NMW even if they sign a contract 
agreeing to be paid at a lower rate, either of their own free will or 
because the employer persuades them to do so. Such a contract will 
have no legal effect and the individual must still be paid the proper 
legal rate.

Current NMW rates from October 1st 2009
There are different levels of NMW, depending on age:
H £5.80 - the main rate for workers aged 22 and over;
H £4.83 - the 18-21 rate;
H £3.57 - the 16-17 rate for workers above school leaving age but 

under 18.
If the individual is of compulsory school age they are not entitled to 
the NMW. 

Who is a worker for NMW purposes?
If the individual has an employment contract then they are an 
employee and therefore a worker for the purpose of the National 
Minimum Wage (NMW) rules. However, there are specific exclusions 
so it is important to get clear advice.

For confidential help and advice on the NMW call 0800 917 2368.

The new national 
Minimum Wage
Entit lement to the nMW

HMRC is  
helping with 
your cashflow
HMRC’s Business Payment Support 
Service (BPSS) which, s ince 
november 2008, has al lowed 
businesses in temporary f inancial 
di f f icult ies to spread their tax 
payments to a t imetable they 
can afford to pay. In the major i ty 
of cases, such a t ime to pay 
arrangement can be agreed over 
the phone.
 The most recent statistics as at 18th October are as follows:
H Over 217,500 ‘time to pay’ arrangements had been agreed, 

totalling £3.83bn
H Around 60% of arrangements are for periods of three months 

and below
H The Department’s monitoring shows that over 90 per cent of 

what we expected to receive so far, has been paid
H By 18th October, £2.76bn had been repaid (both in part and in 

full), leaving £1.07bn still being paid. 
Further information can be found at: http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/
pbr2008/business-payment.htm
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The Avant 
Garde Story

So what have we achieved?

Takings in the original salons have stabilized and produced a consistent 20% increase leading to a safe 
buffer of money in the bank at the start of each month. at the next Generation salon the combination of 
stock control and improved communications between stylist and client has moved retail earnings from 
zero to £400 per month. The new salon has been profitable six weeks from opening and each week the 
overhead has been covered by Thursday. Takings have reached £800 per month in retail sales at the time 
of this article.

naomi is spending one day a week on leading and managing the teams. Several episodes of poor 
performance or unacceptable behavior have been confidently and professionally handled. all the teams 
are more engaged. each team member has a one-2-one meeting with Ian and naomi blocked out in 
their column [currently at 2-weekly intervals because there is lots to work on]. Five new, enthusiastic and 
committed staff members are employed with plans for three more by Christmas. 

The planned marketing initiatives are generating around 30 new clients per week. The new website is 
up and generating hits and creating sales it’s also being used by existing clients as a way of ordering 
products. Ian has a successful marketing plan in place that generates a steady number of new prospects. 

In this final part we discover how these 
changes have impacted the business and 
hear from everyone involved.
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Comments 

Nick:  Ian and naomi are fun to work with. They are “coachable” keen to learn and to try new things. 

Ian:  understanding our own talents so we work to our strengths really fired us up. The ‘Strengths 
Finder’ profile was easy to do on-line and the results fascinating.  

Amanda: It is fabulous to see naomi adding her strengths to the team development and learning to 
be less of a technician and more of a business owner. 

Naomi: now that we have some tools and techniques to use we have been able to take on the new 
team without any anxiety. we know how to move them along and get them into our way of working.

Ian: I am being more strategic and planning each step. This means I prioritize my time better. The 
weekly planning method gives us great focus.

Naomi: It was a revelation to see just how much we were wasting on our retail stock and great to 
now be making money on retail. we have great plans to boost this. 

Ian: we are working through a process improvement plan now that will raise everyone’s performance 
and give us a more consistent client service. 

Nick:  Ian & naomi have built and communicated a very strong brand here. we are very excited for them.

Amanda: Ian & naomi are quick learners and get  
on with things. It is going to be an amazing 2009  
for avant Garde! 

The Hairdresser wishes to thank the team 
at Avant Garde and business development 
specialists, Gholdenphish for sharing this case 
study with our readers. We hope SRHs gain 
valuable lessons from their example that will 
help them with their own business. Good luck 
to Ian and Naomi in 2010.

a powerful industry voice says yes!
HBSa vote to support the Hairdressing Council  
and SrHs fight for registration:
The HBSa have voted at their recent meeting to support the Hairdressing Council in their campaign for 
state registration. David macklin, Chief executive of HSBa said  “at a recent meeting of the Council of 
the Hairdressing and Beauty Suppliers association, is was agreed that the manufacturers and suppliers 
of professional products for uK salons would support the Hairdressing Council in their bid to increase 
voluntary registration of hairdressers and lobby the government for compulsory registration. 

The HBSa believe that registration is vital if we are to improve the standards of discipline in the industry 
that plays such a major part on the uK economy”

“This is exactly the response from the industry bodies that the council needs to give weight to their 
ongoing campaign for state registration for all qualified hairdressers” said Sally Styles, registrar of the 
Council.  “with more and more hairdressers joining the campaign for hairdressing, these are really 
exciting times for all who believe in and support registration”  
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checkoutnEW PROduCTS And SERVICES 

Harnessing nature for beauty with eyeSlices®
The unique cryogel eye treatment pad that helps reduce the appearance of dark circles, puffiness, tiredness, redness and signs of aging. 

An add-on income opportunity
Earn extra whilst your client is waiting for colour or drying, enhancing their relaxation experience with the benefit of an effective eye 
treatment at the same time. 

A great impulse-buy
Keep the retail pack by the till and create a great impulse-buy for clients.  
Handy refillable clam packs for salon visits to purchase refills. 

Achieved international recognition
Distributed in eight countries around the world, and received numerous  
awards in the aesthetics, technology, science and business sectors. 

eyeSlices® Product & Sales Enquiries – sales@eyeslicesuk.com 
Tel: 0845 0944701; www.eyeslicesuk.com.
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On Sunday 18th October, John Frieda SRH, was joined by 
the biggest names in hairdressing to launch HAIRraising, 
a new fundraising appeal that invites the hairdressing 

community to come together to help raise £1 million towards new 
operating theatres at Great Ormond Street Hospital. The operating 
theatres will be used to help children from all over the UK who 
require specialist neurosurgery.

 Choosing Salon International to make his announcement, John 
was joined on stage in a unique photocall with Andrew Collinge, 
Daniel Hersheson, Mark Hayes (Vidal Sassoon), Errol Douglas, 
Nicky Clarke, Andrew Barton, Louise Galvin, Richard Ward and 
Hellen Ward, plus patients from Great Ormond Street Hospital to 
launch the appeal.

 John said: “Today is a very proud moment for me - I am truly 
touched that so many of my fellow hairdressers have agreed to pull 
together with me so that we can help sick kids from across the UK 
get better.

“Having visited Great Ormond Street Hospital, I have seen 
firsthand how much our support is needed. The neurosurgery team 
does fantastic work but with our help could treat up to 20 per cent 
more children – that’s got to be worth aiming for.”

 Salons can raise money by organising fundraising events and by 
inviting their customers to add £1 to their bill over any period of 
time from November 2009 to September 2010.

 Participating salons will have the chance to win incredible 
prizes. Visit www.gosh.org/HAIRraising for more information. To 
register your salon please visit www.gosh.org/HAIRraising and 
you will receive a fundraising pack with full information on how to 
organise an event, point of sale material for your salon and collecting 
tins for till points. Telephone enquiries to Laura Redmond, Publicity 
Manager on 0207 239 3039.

The new operating theatres are scheduled to open in 2012 and 
will allow the specialist neurosciences team to treat up to 20 per 
cent more children.

Hairdressing’s biggest names launch fundraiser for  

Great Ormond Street Hospital

H	 This two piece Monaco trolley exudes the chic of the Riviera and is set 

to be the hottest must have accessory to take with you wherever you go. 

H	 Keep all your ‘little things’ in the cantilever trays with dividers in the 

top section.

H	 Store upright bottles, hairdryers, straighteners or towels in the  

bottom section.

H	 Sturdy wheels make it a travel friendly but stylish addition in the  

salon or to your luggage.

H	 Available in beautiful rose-red striking pink or black.

H	 The ultimate in lightweight flexibility. 

Call Beccy Whittles, Pilotmax. on 020 8334 0200;  

E-mail: beccy@pilotmax.co.uk 

www.Beauty-Boxes.com for further information.

Set Pulses Racing With The Monaco Beauty Trolley



calendar  
guys 2010
The hairdressing Industry’s biggest celebrity 

names take off their clothes for a 2010 

Calendar with all sales proceeds going to the 

Hair and Beauty Benevolent.

The British Hairdressing industry has a lot to be 

proud of: arguably the best hairdressing in the world;  

leading salons and the most creative young talent 

around.  However, did you know that we also have 

the fittest men with the leanest sexiest bodies in the 

universe? no? well here is your chance to find out 

and what’s even better is that it’s all for charity!

The Hair and Beauty Benevolent, the industry’s 

official charity, has created a classy, sultry and sexy 

calendar with Britain’s leading male stylists and 

the best part, they are all in a state of undress, in 

conjunction with some leading industry figures!

This fun, yet classy calendar will make the perfect 

gift for Christmas or will act as a great organiser in 

your salon, business or home.

The HaBB Calendar Boys 2010 calendar officially 

goes on sale at Salon International priced £6.95 with 

all proceeds going to HaBB 

People involved
errol Douglas | robert Lobetta | andrew Barton | 

Desmond murray | akin Konizi | hob salons |  

anthony mascolo | Cos Sakkas | Toni & Guy |  

Paul merritt | Jamie Stevens | errol Douglas Salon | 

Steven Goldsworthy | Goldsworthy’s | James Galvin | 

Daniel Galvin Salon | Gary Hooker and michael Young |  

Hooker & Young | Tim Scott-wright | Lisa Shepherd 

Salons | Leonardo rizzo | Sanrizz Credits: they all gave 

time and space for free | Photographs: Desmond murray 

| make-up: Jo Sugar using Dermalogica and TIGI Bed 

Head Cosmetics | Studio: Bed Head Studio, London

To buy ‘HABB Calendar Guys 2010’ 
Calendar call 01737 212494 or  
visit www.habb.org
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